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By using color interchanges, we prove statements like the following: If G is a 
simple cubic graph whose edges cannot be 3-colored, and W is a 5-circuit of G, 
then the number of edge-3-colorings of G-W with three given colors is a multiple 
of 5. 
In this article every graph is without loops and has only finitely many 
vertices and edges. A graph, planar or nonplanar, is caIled “simple” if it has 
no multiple edges, “cubic” if every vertex has valence 3, or “quasi-cubic” 
if every vertex has valence 3 or 1. 
The term “vertex elimination,” or v.e., refers to the process in which a 
divalent vertex is removed, and the two adjoining edges are joined into one. 
This new edge is said to “result” from the v.e. If G is a simple cubic graph 
and e an edge, then G8 denotes the graph derived from G - {e} by the 
application of v.e. to both endpoints of e; as G is simple, GB is without loops. 
If G is a quasi-cubic graph, a “coloring” of G means a Tait coloring: an 
edge-3-coloring in which no two adjacent edges are colored alike. G is called 
%oncolorable7’ if it cannot be colored. An “edge-decomposition of G,” 
or “e.d.(G),” means a partition of the set of edges of G into three subsets S1 , 
S2 , &, such that no two adjacent edges are elements of the same & . With 
respect to a given e.d.(G), d - e means the edges d and e are elements of 
the same & . If D is an e.d.(G), and f a coloring of G, then “D corresponds 
tof” means that for any two edges d and e, f(d) = j(e) + d - e with respect 
to D. 
Let C be a set consisting of three elements (colors). 
Let C(G) be the set of all colorings of G with the elements of C. IffE C(G), 
x and y E C, e is an edge of G, and f (e) = x or y; then P(f, x, y, e) denotes 
the maximal path containing e and consisting of edges colored x or y by$ 
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The “(x, y, e)-interchange of j? denoted I(h x, y, e), means the function 
defined on the edges d of G as follows: 
The cardinality of any set s is denoted #A’. 
THEOREM 1. If G is a simple noncolorable cubic gruph and e is any edge of G, 
then for some integer J: 
(I) #{e.d.(GJ] = 3J. 
(2) If e1 and es are the edges of Ge resulting from v.e. on G - {e], then 
#{e.d.(Ge): eI - ez} = J. 
Proo$ Let G, e, eI , and ez be as in the statement of Theorem 1, with G 
assumed noncolorable. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose f E C(G& x and y E C, and f (eJ = x; then e1 $ 
XL 4 Y, 4. 
Proo$ Suppose eI e P(,h x, y, eJ. Reinsert the endpoints of e on eI and ez; 
these two vertices divide the circuit P(J x, y, eJ into two paths P1 and Pz . 
On P1 interchange all of the colors .x and y; then reinsert e and color it z, 
the other color. G is now colored; contradiction. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. Let v be an endpoint of eI , and let uI and a2 be the other 
two edges adjoining v (Fig. 1). 
FIG. 1. The graphs G and Ge for Theorem I. 
Let the elements of C be denoted q, r, s. Let C’(GJ = {fe C(GJ: 
f (ala2el) = (qrs)). For each x E C, let Cz’(Ge) = {f g C’(Ge): f(e2) = ~1. 
LEMMA 2. For some integer J, #Cz’(G6) = Jfor each x c C. 
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ProoJ By Lemma 1, if f E Cg’(GJ or C$‘(G& then P(h q, s, e& does not 
contain q , as , or e1 . Therefore there is a one-to-one map from Cs’(Ge) onto 
Cg’(GJ defined by f -+ I(f, q, s, e&. So #C8’(GJ = #Cq’(GJ. 
Similarly #Cs’(Ge) = #C,.‘(G&). Q.E.D. 
Each e.d.(GJ corresponds to exactly one element of C’(G&). Theorem 1 
follows from Lemma 2. 
Let &, be the additive group of integers modulo 5. We use the elements 
of & as subscripts. If W is a kircuit (circuit of length 5) of some graph, 
then the notation W = (uO q q, Us UJ means W consists of vertices Us and 
edges (vi, u~+J, i = 0, I, 2, 3, 4. 
THEOREM 2. If G is a simple noncolorable cubic graph and W is a 5-circuit 
of G, then for some integer Kz 
(1) #{e.d.(G - W)} = 5K. 
(2) Denote W = (v,, vl vz vS v& and for each n E ZS let an be 
the edge of (G - W) adjoining V~ . Then for each n, #{e.d.(G - W): 
an-S - an - an+z} = K. 
(3) For every edge e of W, #{e.d.(Ge)j = 3K. 
(4) If W does not intersect any 3-circuit of G, then for <any two non- 
adjacent edges e and d of W, #{e.d.((G&)j = K. 
Proox Let G, W, the vertices vfi , and the edges an be as in .the statement 
of Theorem 2, with G assumed noncolorable. Let H denote G-W (Fig. 2). 
LEMMA 3, If f e C(H), then for some n, f (a+z anml an an+l an+J has the 
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FIG. 2. The graphs G, H, and examples of GS and (G& for TheoremL2. 
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ProoJ As H is quasi-cubic, it has an even number of vertices. For each 
x e C, an even number of the univalent vertices 0% do not adjoin an edge 
colored x by f. So for each x E C, f(a,J = x for one or three values of n. 
Nw= f&J = .fh+J = f&n+21 for some m. Lb fGh am+l am+z 
am+3 am+& = (x x x y z). For each TZ let en be the edge (v~ , u~+~) of W, and 
define f(e m e m+l em+s em+s em+J = (z y z x y), f now colors G; contradiction. 
So it cannot be thatj(am) = f(am+J = j(~~.+&. Lemma 3 follows. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. For each f IZ C(H) let u(f) be the unique element of Z5 such 
aat .fGw-J = .fGwd = .fGw+d 
I%M 4. %vo=fE WO, a~d~etf@uw-2 wf)-lautf) ~u~f~+l~~~~~+2~ = 
(LX y x z x). Then (i) P(J y, x, aw(& ends with LZ~(+~ , and 
~~0 W z, T wf)+d et& wit,? autf)+2 . 
ProojI (i) Let m = u(j). Both ends of P(A JJ, x, amel) are among the 
vertices Us . Let g = I(J y, x, a,,&. If P(f, y, x, am.J ends with am, then 
g(amp8 ame amwl) = (xxx); and if P(‘J y, x, amPI) ends with am+2 , then 
dam-2 4+l am) = b x 4. Either case contradicts Lemma 3. Also 
P(A JJ, x, amPI) cannot contain am+l (asf(am+l) = z); hence it ends with a++2 . 
(ii) Similar. Q.E.D. 
Similarly s@(f)) = J Q.E.D 
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DEFINITION. For each R, let &(H) = {fe C(H): u(f) = ?z]. 
LEMMA 6. For some integer j, #&(H) = jfor each n., Hence #C(H) = 5j. 
Proo$ By Lemma 5, for each n, S defines a one-to-one map from &(H) 
onto Cfi+2(H); #C&I) = #Cn+2(H). Lemma 6 follows. Q.E.D. 
Each e.d.(H) corresponds to exactly six elements of C(H), due to permu- 
tations of colors, Therefore 5j is a multiple of 6, and j = 6K for some 
integer K. Conclusions (I) and (2) of Theorem 2 follow from Lemma 6. 
Let e be any edge of W in G, and let n be the element of ZS such that 
e = (v~+~ , vn-J. Let aL+2 and aLw2 be the edges of Ge resulting from the v.e. 
of, respectively, v~+~ and v+~ . 
For every g E C(GJ there is a unique j”E C(H) such that j(an+2) = g(ah+& 
f(an+) = g(akd2), and for all other edges O! of H, f(d) = g(d). g is said to be 
an “extension” of$ 
LEMMA 7. If f Zies in Csp2(H) or C&(H) or Cn+2(H), then f has a unique 
extension in C(Ge). Iff lies in C&H) or Cn+l(H), then f has no extension iB 
CCGcJ. 
Proo$ In Ge denote (v=-~ , v~) = en-l and (us, v%+~) = en . 
Let f be any element of C(H), and let 
If g is to be an extension off in C(G& then (i) if u(f) = n -- 2 or n + 2, 
we must define g(e+l eJ = (y z), 
(ii) if u(j) = n, we must define g(e+l em) = (z y), and 
(iii) if u(j) = PZ - 1, resp. n + 1, we must have g(ak+& = g(an+l) = x5 
resp. g(aLv2) = g(an-l) = x; inadmissible. Lemma 7 follows. Q.E.D. 
#CCGd = #G&Hl + #GU-fl + #G+&Yl = 3j. Ehx #W.(GJj = 
3K, and we have conclusion (3) of Theorem 2. 
Let n be any element of &, and in G let e = (v~+~, v~+~) and d = 
h-1 2 v&. Assume W does not intersect any 3-circuit of G; then Ge is 
simple, and (G& is defined. Let aizMl , a&+l, and a’ be the edges of (G& 
resulting from the v.e. of, respectively, v+~ , v~+~ , v+~ and v~+~ together. If 
g E C((G&J, then g induces, and is induced by, an element f E C(H) such that 
.f~~n-2~ = .f@n+21 = &fh ft4-d = &d-d, .fL+J = dd+d, 
f(d) = g(d) for all other edges d of H. #C((G&) = #Cn(H) = j. 
#W.KGJ& = K d an we have conclusion (4) of Theorem 2. 
As J and K in the two theorems depend on the edge e or 5-circuit W, we 
denote J = J(e) and K = K(W). J(e) = K(W) for all edges e of W. 
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CoRoxARy 1. Let G be u simple noncolorable cubic graph with a con- 
nected subgraph formed by a set S of 5-circuits Wi. Then all of the integers 
K(Wi) are equal. 
Proof Let WI and Wz be any two 5-circuits in S sharing a common 
vertex; then they share a common edge e, and K(w) = J(e) = K(W2). 
Corollary 1 follows. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8. If G is a cubic graph without a Hamiltonian circuit, then 
#{e.d.(G)} is even. 
Proof Let d and e be any two adjacent edges of G, and let C’(G) = 
{f E C(G):f(d e) = (q r)}, where q and r are two elements of C. Define the 
map R: C’(G) .+ C’(G) as follows: R(f) is the coloring derived from f by the 
interchange of q and r on all q-r-circuits except P(f, q, r, d). For each 
f~C'(Q, XL q, r, 4 is not the only q-r-circuit, for if it were it would be 
Hamiltonian; R(f) # jY But R2(f) = 5 so R pairs up the elements of C’(G); 
and #C’(G) = #{e.d.(G)}. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. If G is a simple noncolorable cubic graph und for some 
edge e, Ge has no Hamiltonian circuit, then J(e) is even. 
Let us digress to face-4-colorings of planar graphs. For the next two 
theorems our graphs are not assumed to be cubic, Let us define a planar 
graph H to be “simply planar” if (i) H is connected and simple, (ii) every 
vertex has valence 23, and (iii) H cannot be separated into two disjoint 
subgraphs of which each has an edge, by the removal of three vertices and 
all edges adjoining them. A “face-decomposition of H,” or f.d.(H), is a 
partition of the set of faces of H into 4 subsets SI, Sz , &, Sa, such that no 
two faces sharing a common edge belong to the same Si . 
THEOREM 3. If H is a simply planar graph whose faces cannot be 4-colored, 
and e is cm edge of H, then for some integer L, #{f.d.(H - {e})} = 3L. 
THEOREM 4. If H is a simply planar graph whose faces cannot be 4-colored, 
and F is a 5sidedface of H, then for some integer M; 
(1) Let H* be the graph derivedfrom H by the contraction of the boundary 
of F to a vertex; then #{f.d.(H*)} = 5M. 
(2) For every edge e on the boundary of F, #{f.d.(H - {e})} = 3M. 
(3) For any two nonadjacent edges e and d on the boundary of F, 
#{f.d.(H - {e, d})} = M. 
The proofs are similar to those of Theorems 1 and 2; one can prove 
analogs of conclusions (2) of Theorems 1 and 2, and of Corollary 1. 
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LEMMA 9. If H is a cubic planar graph without a separating edge, then 
#{f.d.(H)J = #{e.d.(H)l. 
Define C* to be the group {(O, O), (0, l), (I, O), (1, 1)) with addition 
coordinate-wise and mod 2. Let the set C = C* - {(O, 0)). Given any 
f E C(H) and any face F of H, there is a unique face-4-coloring g of H with 
the elements of C* such that g(F) = (0,O) and for each edge e, 
j(e) = g(M) + g(P) where A1 and AZ are the faces adjacent to e 
[l, Theorem 7.2.21. Lemma 9 follows from this without difficulty. 
COROLLARY 3. If H is a noncolorable cubic simply planar graph, then 
(1) fir any edge e of H, J(e) = L( e ) f rom Theorems 1 and 3, and (2) zy W is a 
5-circuit of H, then K(W) = ikl( W) from Theorems 2 and 4. 
It is well known that if there exist planar graphs whose faces cannot be 
4-colored, then one with the least number of edges is cubic and simply planar 
with girth 5. 
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